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23. Stallholders are expected to keep their pitch area tidy throughout the event and ensure they leave
the area as they found it.

CANCELLATIONS AND DAMAGES
24. In case of the event being cancelled by Inspire FM, traders will be refunded in full.
25. In case of the event being cancelled due to unforeseen circumstances which are not in the control
of the organisers (i.e. bad weather) then the organisers will not be able to refund traders.
26. Traders who cancel on or after 17th June will forfeit 100% of the full payment.
27. Cancellations before 17th June will be offered a refund, minus a 50% cancellation fee.
28. Inspire Eid reserves the right to re-let cancelled stalls.
29. Traders must provide evidence of valid, adequate public liability insurance which covers the event.
30. Stallholders are fully liable for claims arising from their conduct or service.
31. Stallholders are responsible for their own safety, security and insurance and that of their property
and equipment.
32. Inspire Eid and Inspire FM are not responsible for any loss or damages of goods or equipment.
33. Inspire Eid and Inspire FM are not responsible for any loss or personal injuries which arise from
incidents which are not connected to the organisers and/or are due to the negligence of the trader.
34. Stallholders will be liable for any loss or damages to equipment provided by the organisers.

REGULATIONS
35. All stallholders must comply with Food Safety (General Food Hygiene) Regulations 1999 and be
registered with their local authority for the provision of such services. All food traders must have
FHRS of level 3 or above.
36. Food traders must provide all documentation requested by Luton Council before a catering
application is confirmed.
37. All LPG gas bottles must be stored in secure cages at all times.
38. Fire risk assessments must be completed by all traders before the set-up of the stall.
39. Traders are responsible for the adherence of Health and Safety at Work act 1974 and all other
relevant statutory provisions covering all health and safety regulations. The implementation is for
themselves, their employees and contractors.
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